Abstract: In heterogeneous wireless networks, when a mobile host/handset (MH) with multiple wireless interfaces changes its location or requires a certain network service, the MH will require a switch between different wireless networks (namely vertical handoff). A congestion-aware proactive vertical handoff algorithm is proposed, which uses a data pre-deployment technology to realise soft handoff between cellular interface and ad hoc interface. Here, the vertical handoff algorithm is implemented in an experimental heterogeneous network structure called converged ad hoc and cellular network, which is an ad hoc overlay system considering the balancing of the traffic between adjacent cellular cells. By evaluations, it is shown that the proposed algorithm can realise low handoff delay and low packet losses, and help to ease congestion issue existing in the heterogeneous networks.
Introduction
The increasing number of mobile hosts/handsets (MHs) equipped with multiple wireless interfaces encourages people to further utilise network resources. These heterogeneous network structures, such as iCAR [1] (integrated cellular and ad hoc overlaying systems) and MADF [2] (mobile-assisted data forwarding), are normally known as beyond third generation (B3G) or 4G system. Different 4G network structures have different objectives of using network resources. iCAR aims at balancing the traffic between adjacent cellular cells through ad hoc relaying routes. UCAN [3] (unified cellular and ad hoc network) uses ad hoc relaying routes as high-data-rate channels in cellular networks, so as to provide high-data-rate services for mobile users located within low-data-rate area. A-GSM [4] (ad hoc GSM) intends to use ad hoc interfaces to extend the transmission range of cellular cells. By using the location information from UMTS network, DVB (digital video broadcast) mobile equipment in [5] can locate its present DVB cell more accurately. In [6] , mobile equipment is permitted to choose its operating network or interface more dynamically according to its required bandwidth and network capacities.
to another can cause extra handoff delay and more packet losses, which are especially unacceptable for real-time video and audio services. To further improve the performance of the existing heterogeneous networks, many issues of vertical handoff have been investigated in [7] , and many vertical handoff algorithms have been designed. For example, a vertical handoff algorithm based on IPv6, which is proposed in [8] is designed to realise the handoff between WLAN (wireless local area network) and WAAN (wide area access network). In [9] , the authors use a power-saving mechanism in the vertical handoff process to minimise the power consumption of wireless interfaces of mobile equipments. Therefore the vertical handoff issues such as delay and packet loss in heterogeneous networks urgently need to be solved.
Vertical handoff algorithms proposed so far mainly focus on improving the performance of handoff itself (such as handoff delay and packet loss), and the impacts (such as call block rate) on the network, which are brought by handoff, are normally ignored. In this paper, a vertical handoff mechanism is implemented in our proposed integrated network named CACN [10] (converged ad hoc and cellular network) system. Different from the previous vertical handoff algorithms, the main objectives of our proposed handoff algorithm are not only to realise seamless soft vertical handoff between cellular and ad hoc network, but also to reduce the call block rate of the heterogeneous network system. By estimating the call block rate in CACN, our proposed vertical handoff algorithm can avoid further congesting the network when more vertical handoffs are involved. In addition, we use a proactive mechanism called data pre-deployment in our system to realise soft vertical handoff and reduce the vertical handoff delay. In general, the latency caused by handoff includes the time spent on connection configuration, mobile user authentication, binding updates and packet redirection. Most proactive handoff algorithms focus on preconfiguration, pre-authentication and proactive binding update with the target network. Additionally, these proposed proactive handoff algorithms, which are mainly designed for homogeneous networks, do not consider the heterogeneity of integrated networks. For example, the MPA (media-independent pre-authentication) technique is proposed in [11] to provide faster proactive handoff by using pre-authentication and pre-configuration. In [12] , the pre-authentication mechanism cooperates with the location information maintained by the network to further reduce the latency brought by handoff. In [13] , the authors integrate MPA with MIHF (media-independent handover function, which is created as a framework by the IEEE 802.21 working group in [14] ) to provide seamless vertical handoff across heterogeneous access technologies. Different from other proactive mechanisms, our vertical handoff algorithm uses data pre-deployment, which focuses on reducing the delay caused by data redirection during handoff. One example of using data pre-deployment is proposed in [15] . By predicting the potential neighbour access networks, the service provider in [15] multicasts data to several neighbour domains before a mobile equipment performs a handoff. In this paper, data pre-deployment technique is designed intensively as a part of our proposed vertical handoff process, to minimise the delay and packet dropped during a vertical handoff process. In conclusion, our proposed vertical handoff algorithm has three main contributions:
1. By considering the saturated situation of the network, the proposed vertical handoff algorithm can reduce the call block rate of the heterogeneous network system. 2. By using data pre-deployment, an MH can receive the same data simultaneously from both cellular interface and ad hoc interface, and finally realise soft vertical handoff.
3. By using data pre-deployment, the delay and packet losses during handoff process can be reduced.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 shows an example of a CACN system, along with vertical handoff issues. In Section 3, our proposed vertical handoff algorithm is implemented in CACN. In Section 4, a detailed data pre-deployment method is designed for the proposed vertical handoff algorithm. Section 5 presents numerical analysis of the vertical handoff process. According to the evaluation results given in Section 6, the paper finally concludes in Section 7.
Background
This section gives an overview of our proposed experimental heterogeneous wireless network system (namely CACN) on both physical characteristics and operation procedures. Additionally, some vertical handoff issues in this system are also presented.
Overview of a CACN system
By integrating the advantages of some relaying systems such as iCAR, MADF and A-GSM, we have proposed a CACN system to realise dynamic load balancing between adjacent cellular cells. The main differences between CACN and other relaying systems are described in [10] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a CACN system has two air interfaces used for the communication between nodes: C (cellular) interface that operates at a cellular network frequency (in-band) and A (ad hoc) interface that operates at an ad hoc network frequency (out-of-band, e.g. IEEE 802.11).
Base station (BS) is same as the present cellular network base stations with C-interface. A base station uses its C-interface to communicate with mobile handsets in a wireless mode. However, the communication between base stations is actually in wired mode, and controlled by a central control (CC) system. Traffic diversion stations
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IET Commun. (TDSs) equipped with both A-interfaces and C-interfaces are deployed with managed mobility [16] . In a TDS, C-interfaces consuming in-band bandwidth are used for communicating with a BS or an MH with a C-interface. A-interfaces that operate in the unlicensed ISM (industry, science and medical) band and consume out-of-band bandwidth are used for communicating between TDSs or with MHs with an A-interface. Different from ARS (ad hoc relaying station) [1] proposed in iCAR, TDS allows the access of MHs not only from A-interface but also from C-interface. The communication between MH and TDS through C-interface is realised by controlling the transmission range of TDS's C-interface and using a novel technique called cell splitting (which uses the unused cellular frequency or band channel within a limited area). Mobile hosts or mobile handsets (MHs) in a CACN system are diverse mobile devices (such as mobile phone, laptop and PDA) equipped with both A-interface and C-interface, or either of them. As such, ad hoc relaying routes in CACN are composed of both TDSs and MHs with an A-interface. In contrast, iCAR allows ad hoc relaying routes only composed of ARSs. Fig. 1 is a simplified three-cell model, which illustrates the general operation of a CACN system. In Fig. 1 , if MH1 is trying to make a call through BS1, which is congested, this call will be dropped in conventional cellular networks. In a CACN system, this blocked call will be diverted to a noncongested cell through an ad hoc relaying route (like MH1-TDS1-TDS2-BS2 in Fig. 1 ). The ad hoc relaying route discovery and selection methods are included in [10] . In another case, if MH2 (which is not covered by any TDS) is also trying to make a call through congested BS1, this call will not be able to directly divert to a non-congested cell. To successfully accept this call, a pseudo-source (like MH3 in Fig. 1 ) is chosen to divert its on-going call to a non-congested cell through a relaying route, and then release its occupied bandwidth for the use of the original source (namely MH2 in Fig. 1 ). The detailed algorithms of choosing pseudo-sources are given in anther paper [17] .
Vertical handoff issues in a CACN system
In a CACN system, vertical handoffs include the handoff from cellular mode to ad hoc mode and the handoff from ad hoc mode to cellular mode. The cellular mode means the direct communication between an MH and a BS through C-interface. The ad hoc mode means that an MH is using its A-interface to make a call through a relaying route. Considering the handoff from cellular to ad-hoc, if an MH (like MH1 in Fig. 1 ) operating at cellular mode is moving from a non-congested cell to a congested cell (like from BS2-BS1 in Fig. 1 ), its on-going call needs to take a vertical handoff from its C-interface to A-interface, so as to keep the call undropped. In another case, a pseudo-source (like MH3 in Fig. 1 ) also needs to take a vertical handoff from cellular to ad hoc to release its occupied channel. In terms of the handoff from ad hoc to cellular, if an MH (like MH3 in Fig. 1 ) operating at ad hoc mode is moving out of the transmission range of its first hop (like TDS3 in Fig. 1 ), it needs to check the availability of its present cell (like BS3 in Fig. 1 ) to obtain a free channel and to communicate with its present BS (like BS3 in Fig. 1 ) directly through C-interface, namely the handoff from A-interface to C-interface. If there is no free bandwidth in its present cell, the MH will try to discover other relaying routes to non-congested cells. Obviously, a vertical handoff will bring more delay to the system, and even cause some calls dropped during the handoff process. To avoid the interruption of data service in a CACN system, a detailed soft handoff algorithm is given in Section 3. To reduce the handoff delay and packets loss in the soft handoff, data pre-deployment is involved in the handoff process in Section 4.
3 Congestion-aware proactive vertical handoff algorithm in a CACN system
In this section, a congestion-aware proactive vertical handoff algorithm is proposed to solve the vertical handoff issues in CACN. In general, reactive handoff is initiated only after an MH connects and registers with a next BS or a next TDS. By contrast, proactive handoff is to predict a set of potential next BSs or TDSs without exactly determining the connection and registration between MH and BSs. Here, our vertical handoff is a proactive vertical handoff algorithm designed to predict a set of potential next access points (APs, which include both BSs and TDSs), which an MH is registering with, and pre-deploy the data requested by this MH to the potential next APs. The prediction of potential next APs is designed as a part of www.ietdl.org data pre-deployment proposed in Section 4. In the following, we will give the general process of our proposed vertical handoff algorithm.
By using data pre-deployment, we implement soft handoff in our heterogeneous network system to allow the data transmitted simultaneously through C-interface and A-interface. Hence, an MH can receive the same data through both cellular and ad hoc interface at the same time during a vertical handoff. Particularly, two vertical handoff scenarios are considered: from cellular mode to ad hoc mode and from ad hoc mode to cellular mode. Considering the original design purposes of the CACN system, the CACN aims at balancing traffic between adjacent cells so as to reduce call blocking probability of hot cells. Different from other vertical handoff algorithms, the objectives of our soft vertical algorithms include reducing call drop rate, reducing handoff delay and minimising packet losses.
To calculate the call blocking probability (B) in a single cell in general, we have the formula (which is derived from Erlang-B formula) as follows
T presents the traffic density of the cell and M presents the number of cellular band channels. Then, the call blocking probability of a home BS, which an MH is currently connecting with, can be calculated as B H . If an MH is taking a handoff to BS i , the call blocking probability of BS i can be calculated as B i (according to formula (1)). To avoid further congesting BS i , an MH takes a handoff to BS i only when B i B max ÁB max is the threshold of call blocking probability, and normally presents the saturated situation of a BS. When BS i is congested or nearly congested, extra handoff traffic diverted to BS i will be diverted to other non-congested cells instead. Thus, the main objective of load balancing in CACN will be realised successively. Considering the impacts introduced by diversion traffic, B max can be set to 5% to keep a low call block rate. Then, the traffic (T ) in the BS should be less than 89% of the band channels (M ). As a result, extra handoff traffic will be diverted to other non-congested cells to avoid reach the threshold (B max ) of the call block rate. If B max is set to 10%, then T should be less than 99.2% of M.
Considering the effects of the bandwidth of TDSs, we can also calculate the transmission drop rate (D) of a TDS as follows
T T presents the traffic density in a TDS and M T resents the number of TDS band channels. According to the references given in [18, 19] , the ad hoc interface in TDS can support multiple channels in both MAC (medium access control) and PHY (physical) layer. The classical IEEE 802.11b PHY has 14 channels, and the channels are 5 MHz apart in frequency [18] . During the diversion service in CACN, one MH can only use one IEEE 802.11b PHY channel so as to remain a stable diversion service from an MH to a BS through an ad hoc relaying route. If an MH is taking a handoff to TDS i , the transmission drop rate of TDS i can be calculated as D i (according to formula (2)). To reduce the overall number of calls dropped in TDS i , an MH takes a handoff to TDS i only when D i D max ÁD max is the threshold of transmission drop rate, and normally presents the saturated situation in TDS. Then, only non-congested TDSs will accept the accesses from MHs. Both B and D can be carried by signalling messages, and exchanged between different nodes during vertical handoff.
The vertical handoff decision from cellular mode to ad hoc mode is given in Fig. 2 . An MH first checks whether it has been chosen as a pseudo-source to switch to the ad hoc mode. In another case, when an MH is taking a horizontal handoff from one cellular cell to another, a vertical handoff to the ad hoc mode will occur if the present neighbour cell is noncongested. Here, the availability of both relaying routes and pseudo-sources is considered in the handoff process. When a relaying route is available, the MH will verify if B i B max and D i D max . This is because the traffic diverted from the MH to a neighbour cell (BS i ) needs to avoid further congesting BS i if BS i has already been congested. A call request from an MH moving to BS i is only dropped, when free channels, relaying routes and pseudo-sources are all unavailable.
In Fig. 3 , a vertical handoff from ad hoc mode to cellular mode happens when an MH is moving out of the transmission range of its connected TDS. In this situation, the MH will try to take a vertical handoff to cellular mode, and to find a free channel in the present cell. The more accurate detection and initiation of the handoff from the ad hoc interface can be realised by the handoff trigger node (HTN), which is proposed in [20] . If the present cell is congested (B p . B max ), the MH will start to discover a new relaying route. B p is the call block rate of the present cell where the MH is located. After a failure of relaying route discovery, the MH will keep listening to the C-interface until obtaining a new free cellular channel, so as to avoid frequently looking for new relaying routes. After the ad hoc connection is terminated, the call will be dropped if there is still no free channel available in the present cell.
As we mentioned earlier, our proposed handoff algorithm has two main objectives. The first objective that the vertical handoff algorithm should improve the overall performance of the CACN system (namely reducing call drop rate in CACN) is achieved by implementing congestion-aware parameters (B max and D max ) in the vertical handoff algorithm. The second objective is to improve the performance of vertical handoff itself (such as reducing handoff delay and packet losses). Obviously, the vertical handoff between ad hoc and cellular modes will deteriorate the performance of the system in general, such as leading to more packet transmission delay. In this paper, we further investigate the delay performance of vertical handoff between ad hoc mode and cellular mode. To achieve the second objective of our proposed vertical handoff algorithm, data pre-deployment as a proactive method detailed in Section 4 is added in the vertical handoff algorithm as an additional function, so as to realise soft vertical handoff between ad hoc and cellular interfaces and to minimise the handoff delay caused by vertical handoff. The evaluation of the performance of our proposed vertical handoff algorithm is given in Section 5 according to numerical analysis.
Data pre-deployment
To obtain an available channel in a CACN system, an MH has to register to a BS either through an ad hoc relaying route or directly through its cellular interface. When an MH is performing a vertical handoff in CACN, the operation interface of the MH will be switched from one to another. Meanwhile, the original address (OA) of the MH will become unavailable, and a new current address (CA) will be assigned to the MH by a new registered BS. Once the MH obtains its CA, it will immediately inform the service provider (SP) of this CA. After receiving this CA, the SP will be able to re-direct the packets to the MH. The time spent on the redirection of data service is especially un-tolerant in real-time audio/video service. Data pre-deployment is used to minimise the time spent on packet re-direction, and to transmit the same data through more than one heterogeneous connection so as to realise soft vertical handoff.
During the data pre-deployment in CACN, the MH requiring a vertical handoff sends a data pre-deployment request message (DPREQ) (see step (1) in Fig. 4) to the cellular central control (CC) system as it is receiving data from an SP. Upon the receipt of the DPREQ message, the CC selects a group of APs including both BSs and TDSs (see step (2) in Fig. 4) , and then copies and multicasts the required packets to both Home AP (namely, previous registered AP) and a group of Foreign APs (namely, potential next registered APs) (see step (3) in Fig. 4) . These packets are buffered and classified in terms of MHs by each Foreign AP. Once the MH connects to a Foreign AP (such as TDS1 in Fig. 4) , the new assigned CA head will be added to the buffered required packets, and then directly forward these packets to the MH, as shown in Fig. 5 . Meanwhile, the CA will be sent by a registered BS (such as BS3 in Fig. 4 ) to both the CC and the SP (see step (4) in Fig. 4) . After receiving the CA of the MH, the SP will be able to transmit data to the MH through the new registered AP. By comparing the destination addresses of packets between the OA and the CA of the MH, the CC will terminate the multicast process once the CC notice that the packets transmitted from the SP to the MH have the CA head (see step (5) in Fig. 4) . Then, those packets buffered by other Foreign APs will be discarded after a certain TTL (time-to-live). The pre-deployment of packets can avoid the triangle route in traditional mobile IP protocol. Unlike the IDMP (inter-domain management protocol) system proposed in [15] , we do not need to add extra equipment to manage the data pre-deployment process. Only some soft modules need to be added in the CC to start and terminate the multicast process, and to select Foreign APs. As the required packets are multicast and buffered only during the procedure of vertical handoff, and most requested packets are multicast through wired channels, the consumption of wireless bandwidth are acceptable for the system. During a vertical handoff, the whole process of a data pre-deployment generally follows four stages, namely Data Pre-deployment Trigger Events, Foreign AP Selection, Data Multicast and Data Pre-deployment Termination.
In the CACN system, the data pre-deployment request will be sent out when the MH is preparing for a vertical handoff. During the vertical handoff from cellular mode to ad hoc mode, the Data Pre-deployment Trigger Events (including step (1) in Fig. 4 ) are when the MH has been chosen as a pseudo-source, or has failed to take a horizontal handoff to another cell, as shown in Fig. 2 . During the vertical handoff from ad hoc mode to cellular mode, the trigger event is when an MH is moving out of the transmission range of its connected TDS, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Considering Foreign BS Selection (including step (2) in Fig. 4) , the cellular CC does not know exactly which Foreign AP is going to be registered by the MH. Hence, the decision of Foreign APs is based on some predictions. In this paper, the Foreign AP Selection is based on the general locations of TDSs and BSs. First, Foreign APs have to cover the MH. In other words, the MH requesting a vertical handoff should be within the transmission range of its Foreign APs. The decision of Foreign APs can be achieved by the detection of the connections between the MH and surrounded APs, as shown in Fig. 6 . Second, to accept a full registration of an MH, the bandwidth (B Ri ) of the transmission route from the SP to the Foreign APs should also fulfill the bandwidth requirement (B MH ) of the MH, and avoid congesting intermediate nodes. According to the vertical handoff algorithm given in Section 3, D Ri in formula (4) is the transmission drop rate of route i. Then, we have
According to the vertical handoff policy, the relaying mode is on operation when an MH cannot find enough bandwidth in the present cell, or when an MH is chosen as a pseudosource. Additionally, an MH always chooses the shortest available route as a relaying route [10] . After deciding the Foreign APs and relaying routes, SP can start Data Multicast (including step (3) in Fig. 4 ) to transmit the requested data to both Home AP and Foreign APs.
After starting the data pre-deployment, each Foreign AP will buffer all requested packets for the future transmission. Once a Foreign AP is registered by the MH, it will forward requested packets directly to the MH, and also inform the CC to terminate (including steps (4) and (5) in Fig. 4 ) the data pre-deployment for this MH. Then, the whole process of this data pre-deployment is accomplished.
Numerical analysis
As CACN is designed for balancing the traffic between adjacent cells, the average bandwidth usage of the network is balanced by the traffic diversion service. Then, the proposed handoff algorithm is designed to further enhance the performance of the system, such as bringing less call drop rate and less handoff delay. A detailed use of network bandwidth in CACN is mentioned in [17] . Furthermore, because the proposed handoff algorithm in this paper is implemented in our proposed experimental CACN system, the overall network environment for the evaluation is based on the CACN structure. In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the CACN system with or without considering the call blocking probability (B) and transmission drop rate (D) in the vertical handoff process. Second, we evaluate the performance of the data predeployment of the proposed vertical handoff algorithm by using a simplified TCP analytical model.
Performance analysis of vertical handoff algorithm with or without considering saturated situation
The CACN system can divert traffic from congested cell (which is saturated) to non-congested cell (which is not saturated). Then, solving the call drop issues in the saturated situation of the network is the main design objective of the system. The handoff algorithm described in Figs. 2 and 3 is the one considering saturated situation. Then, by removing the congestion-aware parameters (B max and D max ) from the algorithm given in Figs. 2 and 3, we can design another handoff algorithm without considering saturated situation, which also follows the general handoff process given in Figs. 2 and 3 . By comparing the performance between these two handoff algorithms, we can see how the congestion-aware parameters affect the performance of handoff. Here, we consider that the traffic density of the BS in Cell A is T A at time point t i . The average traffic density of each TDS in Cell A is T T at t i . The overall band channels of Cell A are M A . The overall band channels of each TDS are M T . The overall number of TDSs deployed in Cell A is N. And, Cell A is already congested at t i . Then, at time point t iþ1 , Cell A has T E extra traffic from neighbour cells, which is introduced by handoffs. According to formula (1) and (2), the call blocking probability (B i ) of Cell A and the transmission drop rate (D i ) of each TDS at t i are
Thus, the overall call drop rate (B i [overall]) of Cell A at t i is (the traffic dropped in BSþ the traffic dropped in TDS) divided by the overall traffic in Cell A
If the handoff algorithms do not consider the saturated situation in Cell A, the overall traffic in Cell A at t iþ1 will be (T A þ T E þ T T N ). Then, the call blocking probability of Cell A and the transmission drop rate of each TDS at t iþ1 are
Thus, the overall call drop rate (B iþ1 [overall]) of Cell A at
With the consideration of the saturated situation in Cell A in the handoff algorithm, we can set (B max B i ). According to the handoff process mentioned in Section 3, the extra traffic (T E ) from neighbour cells at t iþ1 will be diverted back to neighbour cells. Thus, the call blocking probability of Cell A and the transmission drop rate of each TDS at t iþ1 are
As a result, the overall call drop rate (
By considering the features of formula (13), we can conclude that B iþ1 [overall] can be further reduced when we increase the number of TDSs deployed in Cell A. However, if the handoff process does not consider the impacts introduced by B (such as B i given in formula (5)), the extra handoff traffic (T E ) will increase B heavily (from B i to B iþ1 , as shown in formula (8)) without using the band channels from TDSs. According to the physical characteristics of CACN, the band channels of BS are normally fixed, and cannot be changed dynamically. More extra traffic swarming into BS results in more traffic dropped in BS. However, the number of TDSs can be deployed dynamically according to the traffic density. More number of TDSs deployed can further reduce the number of dropped calls. On the other hand, by considering the saturated situation in BS, the extra traffic introduced by handoffs can be diverted back to neighbour cells through relaying routes, without further congesting BSs.
Performance analysis of vertical handoff algorithm with or without data pre-deployment
As mentioned earlier, the original handoff algorithm proposed in Section 3 is the one without data predeployment. By using data pre-deployment (as mentioned in Section 4) as a side support for the handoff algorithm, we can design another vertical handoff algorithm with data pre-deployment. In this part, we use a TCP model to see how the data pre-deployment method affects the performance of vertical handoff. In a TCP connection, each packet transmitted to a certain MH is assigned a packet sequence (SEQ), and the MH receiving these packets will reply acknowledgement packets (ACK) back to the sender. By using these SEQs, the TCP protocol can guarantee reliable and in-order stream delivery service. In the analytical model, the vertical handoff from cellular mode to ad hoc mode is considered. Moreover, we can also analyse the performance of vertical handoff from ad hoc mode to cellular mode in a similar way. By comparing the difference between the analytical model without data pre-deployment and the analytical model with data pre-deployment, the delay caused by the vertical handoff is calculated. Since the ad hoc mode uses ad hoc relaying routes for an MH to connect to a BS, the average one-way transmission delay in an ad hoc relaying route (D A ) is generally considered to be more than the average one-way transmission delay in a cellular connection (D C ). Additionally, the packet transmission rate is S packets per second. Then, the packet inter-arrival time is 1/S seconds. Fig. 7 illustrates an analytical model for the soft vertical handoff without data pre-deployment. At time t 0 , the MH sends out a vertical handoff request packet (VHREQ C -A ), to request a vertical handoff from cellular mode to ad hoc mode. When building the connection through ad hoc interface, the communication through cellular interface will not be interrupted in the soft vertical handoff. After the ad hoc connection is established, a vertical handoff reply (VHREP C -A ) will be sent back to the MH. As shown in Fig. 7 , the MH receives VHREP C -A at time t 2 , and the MH responses its current address (CA) to the service provider (SP). Meanwhile, the communication between the MH and the SP will be switched from cellular interface to ad hoc interface. Thus, the last confirmed packet is SEQ(n) at time t 1 , and packet SEQ(n þ 1) will not be confirmed until SEQ(n þ 1) is re-directed to the MH after the SP notices the CA of the MH. The time interval between t 1 and t 2 is d ¼ t 2 À t 1 . Hence, the delay caused by vertical handoff in this model is
According to Fig. 7 , we have
Then, packet SEQ(n þ 1) is sent out at the first time at time
Since CA arrives at the SP at time t 2 þ D A , packet SEQ(n þ 1) is sent out at the second time at time
The symbol 'int' in formula (17) is used to get the integer part of the result. Then, we have
According to the formulas (14) - (18), we finally have the vertical handoff delay (Delay) in the TCP connection
Considering the data pre-deployment in vertical handoff, packets are multicast to both Home AP and Foreign APs, after the MH sends a data pre-deployment request (DPREQ) to the cellular central control system, as shown in Fig. 8 . Then, SEQ(n) and SEQ(n þ 1) are sent to the MH through both C-interface and A-interface. SEQ(n) is confirmed by the MH at time t 1 , and SEQ(n þ 1) is confirmed by the MH at time t 4 . As a result, the vertical handoff delay in the model with data pre-deployment (Delay 0 ) is only caused by the difference between the one-way transmission delay in cellular mode and the oneway transmission delay in ad hoc mode. Then, we have
After receiving the CA of the MH, the data predeployment will be terminated, and packet SEQ(m) is sent directly to the MH. Comparing the results given in formula (19) and (20), data pre-deployment do not need extra time spent on data re-direction. Additionally, because only a limited number of packets are buffered by each Foreign AP, data pre-deployment does not bring much traffic burden to the system.
Moreover, by using the soft vertical handoff, a new connection can be established without interrupting the data transmission through another interface. Considering a hard vertical handoff, the data transmission in cellular interface could be terminated at time t 0 , as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As a result, the delay caused by a hard vertical handoff could be very unacceptable. And, the extra time brought by hard vertical handoff (Delay H ) is mainly spent on a new connection establishment. Additionally, the cellular mode can be considered as a one-hop route access to a BS. By considering the hop number of ad hoc connections (n) and the average one-hop delay of an ad hoc connection (D a ), the average one-way delay of an ad hoc relaying route can be calculated as follow
In some special case (such as a real-time video or audio service), if the delay caused by the vertical handoff is much more than the RTO (retransmission time out) for a certain connection, the number of lost packet (L) caused by the vertical handoff can be calculated as follows
Evaluation results
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of our proposed vertical handoff algorithm with or without considering the saturated situation, according to the analytical model given in Section 5.1. Second, the impacts introduced by data pre-deployment are illustrated, based on the analytical model given in Section 5.2. Here, the traffic density (T ) is extracted at each time point (such as t i ). And the variety of the value of the traffic density is to show how the performance changes at different traffic levels. Because the vertical handoff algorithms are proposed specifically for the CACN system, the performance of handoff is mainly evaluated by implementing the proposed vertical handoff algorithms. Other vertical handoff algorithms are still not implemented in CACN, and the performance of other handoff algorithms in CACN is not included in this paper. In Fig. 9 , we set the value of N at 6 and 10, respectively, and increase the traffic density (T A ) of Cell A at time t i from 50 to 90 Erlangs. Additionally, T E is also fixed at 10 Erlangs. With the increase in T A , both B iþ1 [overall] and B [overall] . Even at a very higher traffic level, the vertical handoff considering saturation still shows a better performance than the vertical handoff without considering saturation. This is because the vertical handoff considering saturation does not bring more traffic burden (which is introduced by handoffs) to BS, and diverted those extra traffic to neighbour cells. This leads to relatively less call dropped in BSs. When we increase the number (N ) of TDSs to 10, the vertical handoff even shows a much better performance than the vertical handoff without considering saturation. Obviously, more TDSs added in Cell lead to more traffic diverted from Cell A to neighbour cells, and finally reduce the number of dropped calls.
In Fig. 10 , T A is fixed at 50 Erlangs, and N is set to 6 and 10 respectively. T E is increased from 5 to 45 Erlangs. According to the results shown in Fig. 10 , more extra traffic introduced by handoffs in Cell A result in more [overall] . Although more extra traffic introduced by handoffs deteriorate the performance of both vertical handoff algorithms, the vertical handoff considering saturation can divert more extra traffic introduced by handoffs to neighbour cells.
Performance of vertical handoff algorithm with or without data pre-deployment
According to the analysis given in Section 5.2, we evaluate the performance of the vertical handoff in CACN, in terms of the vertical handoff delay and the packet loss caused by vertical handoff. By plugging some suitable values through formulas (14) -(23), we mainly compare the differences between the vertical handoff algorithm without data predeployment and the vertical handoff algorithm with data pre-deployment. Here, we also set some default values for the evaluation. The packet inter-arrival time is 1/S ¼ 0.02 s. Then, the packet transmission rate is S ¼ 50 packets per second. The average hop number of ad hoc relaying routes n ¼ 3. The average one-hop delay of an ad hoc connection is D a ¼ 0.02 s. The average one-way delay of a cellular connection is D C ¼ 0.05 s. The time interval between t 1 and t 2 is d ¼ 0.005 s. Because our proposed vertical handoff algorithm is a soft vertical handoff, the delay caused by breaking the connection in hard handoff is Delay H ¼ 0. Then, the calculation of the packet loss can be simplified according to formula (23)
In Figs. 11 and 12 , we set the values of n at 3 and 1, respectively, and vary the value of 1/S (from 0.005 to 0.055 s) to see the impacts brought by vertical handoff. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , the application of Data Predeployment in vertical handoff in CACN leads to lower handoff delay and less packet losses. In Figs. 11, the vertical handoff delay, which is caused by the vertical handoff without data pre-deployment, slightly increased from 0.23 to 0.26 s, when the packet inter-arrival time rises from 0.005 to 0.05 s. In contrast, the vertical handoff delay, which is caused by the vertical handoff with data predeployment, keeps stable at a relatively low level, at 0.06 s. This is because the vertical handoff delay in the vertical handoff with data pre-deployment is mainly affected by the difference between the one-way transmission delay of ad hoc connection and the one-way transmission delay of cellular connection. Thus, with data pre-deployment, the increase in packet inter-arrival time does not change the delay of the vertical handoff in the theoretical model given in Section 5.2. Additionally, by increasing the hop number of ad hoc connection from 1 to 3, both vertical handoff algorithms increase, according to formula (19) , (20) and (21). The data pre-deployment does not erase the delay caused by packet transmission. The main objectives of data pre-deployment still focus only on eliminating the time spent on the redirection of data. In Fig. 12 , we calculate the results according to formula (22) and (23). As shown in Fig. 12 , by increasing 1/S, we can reduce the packet losses during vertical handoff in general. In Figs. 13 and 14, we set the values of 1/S at 0.02 and 0.04, respectively, and increase n from 0 to 5. Here, the calculation of packet losses is according to formula (22) considering the real-time audio/video service. According to the results shown in Figs. 13 and 14 , the increase of n will increase the vertical handoff delay and the packet losses for both the vertical handoff with data predeployment and the vertical handoff without data predeployment. Compared with the vertical handoff without data pre-deployment, the vertical handoff with data predeployment brings less handoff delay and less lost packets. For example, when n increases from 1 to 5, the delay caused by the vertical handoff without data predeployment increases from 0.16 to 0.32 s, and the delay caused by the vertical handoff with data pre-deployment increases from 0.02 to 0.1 s. According to formula (20) , the delay in the vertical handoff with data pre-deployment does not change when we change the value of 1/S. Thus, the delay in the vertical handoff with data pre-deployment shows the same result at 1/S ¼ 0.02 and 1/S ¼ 0.04, as shown in Fig. 13 . Additionally, data pre-deployment is used only to minimise the time spent on packet redirection. Then, the transmission delay on ad hoc relaying route will not be reduced. Thus, with the increase in n, the delay in both the handoff with data pre-deployment and the handoff without data pre-deployment will increase subsequently. However, because the handoff algorithm without data pre-deployment needs more time for redirecting data, it always shows a higher delay than the handoff algorithm with data pre-deployment, even at a high value of n.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a congestion-aware proactive vertical handoff algorithm in heterogeneous wireless network system. Compared with the traditional RSS-based handoff algorithms, this vertical handoff mechanism can provide mobile users with seamless soft vertical handoff between cellular network and ad hoc network. The proposed vertical handoff algorithm also considers the main design objective of the heterogeneous network system (namely reducing call drop rate) by using congestion-aware parameters. And by implementing the proposed vertical handoff algorithm, the CACN system shows a less call drop rate when taking handoffs. Moreover, we further investigate the application of data pre-deployment in vertical handoffs, which is a proactive method by predeploying data in potential next APs. The evaluation results prove that the vertical handoff with data predeployment can reduce the handoff delay and the packet loss during a vertical handoff process.
